In this far-reaching narrative, Weisman explains how our massive infrastructure would collapse and finally vanish without human presence; what of our everyday stuff may become immortalized as fossils; how copper pipes and wiring would be crushed into mere seams of reddish rock; why some of our earliest buildings might be the last architecture left; and how plastic, bronze sculpture, radio waves, and some manmade molecules may be our most lasting gifts to the universe.
1. Weisman's reasons for probing the idea of a 'world without us' are unstated. Why do you suppose he didn't offer an introductory chapter, or even paragraph, on his reasons for exploring this idea?
2. Do you agree with Weisman that a way to understand how the world may evolve without us is to picture how the world was like before us? It seems some of the scientists interviewed believe the earth will actually change in new, heretofore unseen ways in a world without us, rather than return to a pre-human state. "The book boasts an amazingly imaginative conceit that manages to tap into underlying fears and subtly inspire us to consider our interaction with the planet." -The Washington Post "As fascinating as it is surprising." -BusinessWeek "Fascinating, mordant, deeply intelligent, and beautifully written, The World Without Us depicts the spectacle of humanity's impact on the planet Earth in tragically poignant terms that go far beyond the dry dictates of science. This is a very important book for a species playing games with its own destiny." -James Howard Kunstler, author of The Long Emergency "An astonishing mass of reportage that envisions a world suddenly bereft of humans." -The Atlanta Journal-Constitution
